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Work Experience:  

 Compatibly Test Lead, Vicarious Visions, Troy, NY, June 2017 to September 2018: 

  Led the compatibility team by planning out testing focuses and confirming all high risk areas of the product have 

been tested before its release.  Assisted with performing test passes for various pieces of content.  Updated and maintained 6 

computers and hard drive images with 3 operating systems.  Fulfilled developer test requests with a variety of hardware and 

software, including SLI, HDR, and various anti-virus software. Worked with engineering and quality assurance leadership to create a 

task system to track testing using Microsoft’s TFS system. 

Education:  

 Bachelor’s Degree in Game Design with a focus in Level Design, 2017,  Champlain College, Burlington VT 

 Relevant Courses: 

- Game History and Development - Game Production I and II  - Game Systems and Design  

- Introduction to Game Design   - Level Design I and II   - Game Technology I and II 

- Senior Game Design Capstone   - Senior Production    - Introduction to 3D Art 

Production Experience:  

 System Maintenance and Upkeep: Maintained drivers and operating systems for 6 different systems of various hardware 

configurations.  Updated and captured hard drive images on a regular basis, via a FOG server system.  Regularly changed system 

hardware to meet requirements for requested testing, including SLI, HDR, and Cross Fire. 

 Ad Hoc Testing: Performed ad hoc style testing throughout Destiny 2 PC content and subsequent DLC content.  Performed 

testing with a focus on compatibility, graphics, and performance.   

 Teamwork: Worked as part of a small team within Vicarious Visions that worked with the compatibility team at Bungie to 

organized testing requests and test pass coverage.    

 Task and Time Management: Helped create a tasked based request to help manage and track developer requests through 

TFS.  Helped plan ad hoc and test pass compatibility coverage for the second DLC for Destiny 2.   

Projects: 

 Destiny 2 and all subsequent expansions, October 24, 2017 through September 4, 2018 

  Preformed quality assurance testing with a focus on compatibility, graphics and performance for the PC release of 

Destiny 2 and all of the subsequent expansions that have been released.  Preformed Ad-Hoc testing along with planned test passes 

for specific areas of content.  Managed and tested content before each release as well as investigating any issues that became 

present after the release.  

Office Mayhem, Spring 2017 

 Lead level designer for a four player competitive local multiplayer game made in Unity 5.  Was responsible for 
creating 15 different levels in sets of 5 with increasing complexity.  The levels were created and tested through a QA lab over the 
course of 4 months.  The game was shown at PAX East 2017 as part of the Champlain College booth.  Click here to see more 

Software Experience: 

 Unity 5: Experienced in C# scripting to create UI and gameplay elements.  Experienced in rapid prototyping to be used to 

explain gameplay systems to other team members.  

 Microsoft Office: Extremely comfortable with Word, Excel, and PowerPoint.  Experienced with using Excel to organize and 

format data collected through data collection scripts.   

 Microsoft Team Foundation Server: Comfortable with creating tasks and bug to track work and present issues within the 

game. 

 Unreal Engine 4: Very comfortable with BSP level design tools for creating levels for Unreal Tournament.   
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